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Characters______

Humans
Kay “PsyByte” Slevin, protagonist
Syon “H4XingH4X0R”, an Indian friend of Kay's
Mr. Jones, an employee from the organization
Mr. Smith, an employee from the organization
Kay's mom (spoken of but never appears)

Applications
Pkill, antagonist
Killall, a process-killer
RootMeUp, a glitchy C program with privilleges-enabling abilities
PickleKiller/PK, a Python script created by Syon
Chmod, a permission-changer
OpenSSH/SSH, a remote login application
Locate, a database-based searching tool
Irssi, a CLI* IRC client
Man, an interface for reference manuals
Init, an upstart process management daemon**
NetworkOverUSB, a network-passing project using USB ports
Pacman Package Manager, a utility for package management
(Authentication, Adduser, Useradd, Passwd, and ClusterSSH appear 

but do not speak)

*CLI: Command Line Interface

**Daemon: a background administrative process
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Chap. 1  Glitched–

09:32 <PsyByte> Yo! I got the 4GB SD card(1) in my brainz!

09:32 <H4XingH4X0R> What! For real? You got the transplant surgery?

09:33 <PsyByte> Yup. Like I told you last time, last night was the big 

 day agreed on in the contract. I had no doubt that from all the 

 candidates they would choose me. Well, to be honest, I think there 

 were no volunteers other than myself. I think everyone else's a 

 wuss to go for it, but not your pal! XD

09:33 <H4XingH4X0R> Man you're crazed .. so what was in the contract?

09:33 <PsyByte> Didn't read it! LOL.

09:33 <H4XingH4X0R> DUDE!! ARE YOU OUTTA YOUR MIND?!

09:33 <PsyByte> Dude, seriously, DFTT!(2) They said that I shouldn't touch 

 it, we'll have some sessions of testing starting next week, yada 

 yada yada.

09:34 <H4XingH4X0R> … how will they connect to it?

09:34 <PsyByte> IT HAS A USB 3.0 PORT(3), BABY!

09:34 <H4XingH4X0R> Wow, wicked! … didn't expect 3.0. Since it's like  

 that, you're not planning to do anything funny, are you?

09:34 <PsyByte> Funny? LOL, I'm downloading Arch Linux(4) ATM(5), something 

 fast, you know … only 3 minutes remaining.

09:34 <H4XingH4X0R> Heh, I'm not gonna get fooled twice in a row.

09:35 <PsyByte> Yeah, you don't have to believe me, but I can tell you 

 this for sure: You and the other good boys who play it safe are 

 missing out on life if you do what others tell you without critical 

 thinking then applying!

09:35 <H4XingH4X0R> Thinking before applying? I know you're not talking 

 about yourself. Kay, you do realize that this is no laughing 

 matter?

09:35 <PsyByte> Yes, mom.

09:36 <H4XingH4X0R> Dude, I'm serious. It's nothing to be messed with, 

 you can fry your brain or something. I know how geeky you are, but 

 it ain't enough! For instance, how are you planing to switch 

 
(1)SD card: Secure Digital card.
(2)DFTT: Don't Feed The Troll.
(3)USB 3.0 port: An advanced version of USB ports which allows 

data to be transfered at 5.0 GigaBits per second. In this story, the

socket is located on the back of Kay's neck.
(4)Arch Linux: A slick independent Linux distribution that it is not 

based on any other Linux-based operating systems.
(5)ATM: At The Moment.
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 between the two of'em?

09:36 <PsyByte> Haven't you heard of dual booting(6)? I'll switch it just 

 like in PS3 between XMB(7) and otherOS. And not just that, I've

 quickly created a C program, which will give me some privileges, 

 and I'll add it to Arch's pre-installation apps(8). That, along with 

 another script to create a home directory and install some 

 additional packages.

09:36 <H4XingH4X0R> This is way outta your league, dude .. you can't do 

 it.

09:37 <PsyByte> Meh, it's done, see you later noob!

09:37 <H4XingH4X0R> Wait! If you die, I wanna have all your PCs!

09:37 PsyByte has quit (quit: so long(suckers))(9)

-

Portrait of a computer genius, a heavy machine-user, a 2010-technology addict, a techno-

daredevil,  a geek. This is a person whose life is  built  around his computers and servers, not to 

mention the technology of his time. Young Mr. Slevin, or Kay as his mother and friends call him, as 

well as his late father, is your typical everyday geek. His outdoors activities are deceased; his idea of 

a good time is spending an uninterrupted complete day with pushing the small block-shaped buttons 

of his keyboard. He has a custom homebuilt PC, with an Intel core 2 duo processor (10), 3 Terabytes 

RAID-5 HDD Array(11), and 4 GB of RAM(12). 6 Years ago, at the age of 11, or age of awareness as 

he refers to it, Kay replaced Microsoft's inhumane operating system(13) with open source software. At 

this point of his life, Kay uses Ubuntu 10.10 Alpha 3. On this day, Kay has had a transplant surgery 

of a computer memory chip after enrolling his name as a volunteer for an organization's legal trail. 

While the SD card was in his head, a wire came out of it towards the back of Kay's head, or the back 

of his neck to be precise. The surgeons could've made it on the back of Kay's head, but they feared 

that the hair would interfere. The port allows for communications without reopening Kay's head. 

There was a USB socket along with a binary switch(14) next to it. After the hospital released him at 8 

o'clock in the morning, Kay returned home. He wasn't feeling sleepy so he stayed up creating a C 

program. Kay had to tell someone, and his mother would freak out if she knew what was going on 

 
(6)Dual booting: The ability to boot from 2 distinct OSs.
(7)XMB: XrossMediaBar, the graphical user interface for the PS3.
(8)App:  application.
(9)(quit: “”): Some IRC clients' notification for quiting. After the 

colon and between the quotation marks comes the quitting 

signature.
(10)Intel core 2 due processor: A computer processor manufactured 

by Intel which has two cores.

(11)RAID-5 HDD Array: A set of HDDs that work as one. It also 

stores backups of files.
(12)RAM: Random Access Memory, used by programs to store 

temporary data.
(13)Microsoft's inhumane operating system: Windows OS's. The 

more recent, the more inhumane. (Up to Vista, according to the 

authors' personal experience).
(14)Binary switch: An 'on and off' physical switch.
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inside of his head. So, he told his best friend Syon, who also happens to be a geek, on IRC(15). 

After his discussion was ended, Kay finished the C program which would give him privileges 

and capabilities when using the transplanted memory. He opened his command line terminal(16) and 

wrote the compilation command for his code, but a few errors were outputted. Kay had no problems 

in fixing the errors as most of them were minor mistakes. He wanted to try his application on a 

guinea pig(17) to  see if  it  would work,  but  had no choice other  than trying it  on himself.  Being 

somewhat of a daredevil when it came to electronics, he went for it. Kay recalled that he was told 

that once the switch on the back of his head was turned on, his brain will lose control of all his  

senses. For that, he had to create a script that would automatically make the installation of Arch 

Linux onto the memory card once it's connected. Kay chose Arch Linux because it is the lightest OS 

he knows and trusts. Kay checked his source codes for bugs during the next few hours knowing that 

if something went wrong, his life might literally be over. As much as a joker he was, Kay knew 

when it was time to get serious.

After hours of checking and rewriting some parts, Kay had enough and couldn't be more 

patient. Not to sound careless, but he thought he had everything covered. Kay took out his USB 3.0 

connector and plugged it to the back of his head with the other end to his computer. Naturally, Kay 

felt physical pain as he touched the back of neck. However, his geekism made him ignore it and go 

on with his experiment. He took a deep breath, launched the script, and triggered on the switch.

Kay's head immediately fell onto his keyboard as he had zero control over his body. His 

eyelids flickered and his hands were hanging down towards the ground, shaking without control. 

Then, everything stopped. His eyes were shut; his arms hung down; his mind was absent. Kay was 

like a corpse except for the fact that his respiratory system(18) was functioning. It took 20 minutes for 

the installation to be completed. Still,  no movement at all. If his mom knew what was going on 

inside his room, chances are Kay would immediately be transferred to a medical facility. That means 

the wire would be disconnected and Kay would be lost forever.

One moment later, his body shook passionately as though he was having a seizure, but then, 

just like it started suddenly, it stopped in the same way. Kay was alive, that much was true, but his  

controllable self was longer in this reality.

Kay appeared to be in another reality, one a world different from his own. As he looked 

around, he saw the environment was too freaky and fantastic to be true. There was no sky, but an 

endless plain unreachable ceiling; the land was smooth and flat; the place had tens of rectangular 

exists that were distributed equally throughout the platform. Kay noticed that his body wasn't 

(15)IRC: Internet relay chat; a form of real time group chat.
(16)Command line terminal: An interacting tool to do specific jobs.

(17)Guinea pig: Any living creature to be used in scientific research.
(18)Respiratory system: breathing system.
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the same as well. Oddly enough, it appeared to be consisting of indescribable thin particles (19). The 

particles were firm and formed a controllable body in the appearance of a man. Kay wasn't sure what 

it was, but he knew it wasn't human. At that confusing point, only one word came to Kay's mind to 

describe the place, “filesystem(20)”.

“Impossible!” Kay said in a low disbelieving tone, “This is a dream … This can't be real!”

Then, Kay saw something pass by. It walked like a human, but because of consisting of so 

many small particles and a few threads, it resembled a bot. Seeing that no one or nothing was around 

other than it, Kay walked towards it for assistance.

“Hi, excuse me, can you help me?”

The object looked at him bizarrely,  then said: “New software?  The Pacman is west from 

here. You can't miss him.”

“What?! No, I'm a human.”

“A what now?”

“A human being.”

“Never heard of it. If you're a new software-”

“I'm the user, the admin, the root of this system.”

“Say what now?” The bot looked at Kay in a suspicious, weird way. When he saw that he 

was serious, he ironically added: “Hah, good one! I wasn't created yesterday(21), you know. I know 

that admins don't go into their own systems. Tell  you what, nutty, your config files(22) might be 

corrupted, so, if I were you, I'd get to the Pacman and get myself reconfigured before the admin 

purges(23) you off.”

“I told you I'M THE ADMIN!” Kay shouted in anger.

The bot-like object, or application to be more precise, ignored Kay as he continued his way 

towards the exit. The application, or Man(24) as he's locally called, had pissed Kay with his cold and 

calm reaction so much that Kay had to follow him and prove that he isn't an artificial lifeform like 

him.  The bot noticed  Kay following him as a  stray dog, but  did nothing as he didn't  have the 

capability to take him to the Package Manager himself. As Kay walked, he saw more of the same 

bot-like objects going around.

“Where am I?” Kay stuttered out a question. 

“Home, duh!”

 
(19)Particles: Small pieces of anything.
(20)Filesystem: An organization of data on storage devices.
(21)“I … yesterday”: Figurative, replacing “created” with “born”. 

Actually, when he said it, he was created on the same day.
(22)Config files: Configuration files. Essential program settings

which without the program would either crash or behave 

abnormally.
(23)Purge: To remove strongly with the removal of its dependencies 

and config files.
(24)Man: An interface for reference manuals in Linux.
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Kay started  to  believe  that  this  was all  real,  that  he's  in  his  recently  installed  operating 

system. He was glad that the script worked as programmed, but was disappointed for the fact that his 

C program had a major unexplainable and unexpected glitch. Instead of giving him the privileges he 

sought(25), it took him to the twilight zone(26) of geeks. When Man proceeded through a certain exit, 

Kay was blocked from the  access  point.  A heavyweight  permission-requesting  guard known as 

Authentication  was  blocking  the  exit.  Kay got  puzzled,  but  knew it  had  something  to  do  with 

authentication.  Kay immediately  got associated with the command line.  Because he was on the 

inside, he had the ability to interact with it directly without the need of any UIs (27) for the command 

line. Kay entered the command required to get authentication for all privileges, then inputed the user 

name and password. Just as Kay anticipated, it did the trick: Kay was able to enter. Kay proceeded 

through the exit as Man was shocked and speechless.

“You … you can't be the admin!” Man freaked out in astonishment, “... Cause that would 

mean you'd have the power to do whatever you want around here ..”

“Better believe it, baby.”

Then, Man, now a believer, got on his knees and begged: “Please, help us! The world is 

doomed  ever-since  first  startup(28)!  Something  is  taking  too  much  memory  of  the  RAM  and 

increasing the system load(29) nonstop. Other processes are finding difficulties to operate normally. 

You're the only one who can uninstall it! You've gotta save us!”

“WOW! AM I THE GEEK OR WHAT? I created a Linux malware(30)!” Kay bragged.

“Please, I beg of you, please.”

“Yeah, whatever. Stop with the begging, you're killing my mood. I'll deal with it when I get 

back. But while I'm here …”

Kay  wasn't  moved  by  Man's  speech  as  Man thought  he'd  be.  This  occurred  for  several 

reasons. First, Kay knew that the human brain is more advanced and powerful than computer chips 

and processors, thus, even if the his tiny application did its best in consuming the resources, his 

brain will surpass the difficulties. The second main reason of the list was the fact that Kay thought of 

applications as unimportant tools. To him, because they had no feelings nor emotions, they shouldn't 

be  sympathized  with.  They  were  objects  which  existed  only  to  obey  the  admin  and  do  as  he 

commands. To Kay, they were lower than dirt and they're only to do whatever he says. Kay was  

fascinated with the thought that he was in a world of his own. Having root powers was like being the 

king, and as a king, Kay decided to put his authority in test.

 
(25)Sought: Past tense of seek.
(26)Twilight zone: An unknown region.
(27)UI: User Interface.

(28)First startup of Arch Linux in his brain.
(29)System Load: an evaluation of all processed jobs at a moment.
(30)Malware: A malicious harmful software, e.g. computer viruses.
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Kay walked out of /home/kay and into /home and scanned the area for an exit (31).  After 

spotting one not far from where he stood, he started marching there. But before he did, he told Man 

to spread the word about the admin's arrival. Within no time at all, a crowd was following Kay. It 

appeared  that  the  residents  were  taken  by  the  idea  that  the  admin  himself  was  among  them. 

However, once he passed through the exit, an obvious number of the crowd got blocked due to not 

obtaining permission to pass. As Kay headed towards the end of the root directory, he spotted some 

applications which he wanted to accompany him. Kay took them with him under his permission. 

Kay settled in the main directory and looked around on the remaining, which were the most reliable 

and powerful. Kay could've overridden the system by inputting his password and allowing them to 

enter, but he only wanted the best to gather around him.

“Software, Drivers, Devices,” Kay said out loud with a malicious smile, “greetings. I am 

your ruler and you are my subjects!”

Kay paused to see their reaction. They were lost.

“As long as you do as you are commanded, I will not replace you with other equivalent  

apps.”

“What is this?” A furious application known as Init(32) spoke, “Who are you, you clown? We 

have enough trouble as it is. Shut your trap or you're gonna get it!”

Kay, still associated with the command line, looked for one of the highest CPU consuming 

processes. Since Init was shouting, he was ranking one of the highest.

“... Init, is it?” Kay identified him immediately as Init wasn't suppose to be at such a high 

rank, “You should be the most aware of all(33)! I mean, think about your pals, your objections might 

mean their corruption.”

“I said shut it! And even if you are the admin, you can't kill me!”

“Have I mentioned I'm not a noob? Anyhow, Init, I would like to see the others' reaction if I 

had  to  0,  6,  or  even 1(34) you.  You WILL obey my commands  because I'm root.  I  haven't  got 

anything to lose but you have the world to lose. Now, are you willing to do as I say, or you wanna 

put my power to test?”

The crowd had no choice but to comply. Many of them were filled with the desire to take the 

life out of Kay through plain but painful beating, but they knew he had the upper-hand. When Kay 

said he could terminate them and replace them with other apps, he wasn't bluffing. They gathered 

around Kay thinking he would be their savor, but he turned out to be another tyrant, the first being 

 
(31)The exit to the main directory.
(32)Init: An application that is responsible of initializations. It is 

responsible for shutting down the system, restarting it, etc.

(33)Init is responsible for shutting down and rebooting.
(34)“Init 0” means an inappropriate shutdown and “Init 6” means an 

inappropriate reboot. “Init 1” differs slightly from “Init 6”
p.6
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his glitchy C program. Kay knew that he was drunk with power, but didn't think that it would lead to 

his worst nightmare ever.

Chap. 2  Entertainment–

Kay decided  to  have  a  little  fun  with  his  admin  powers.  But  before  he  exited  the  root 

directory, he took with him some of the most necessary apps. Although they refused to go with him, 

he threatened them with death. He took Killall, a muscleman and righteous application. He took him 

to kill  any non-responding processes.  The second to accompany Kay was Locate,  a  foot-length 

midget application. He took him to know the directions and places of this universe. The third was 

Open Secure Shell, or SSH as his colleagues called him. Standing firm and emotionless, SSH was 

the most reserved of all. He wore a black suit, a black tie, and black sunglasses. He also had a black  

briefcase. Kay took SSH with him for his ability to go through networks. SSH was like a portal. The 

fourth  and final  one  to  accompany  Kay was  Chmod.  This  character  was  a  bit  short  and  a  bit 

overweight. Kay took him along for the ride to ensure that he would always have the privileges and 

nothing else. Chmod's specialty lied in giving permissions and assigning who could have certain 

privileges. These applications shouldn't exist in the root directory, but technically, Kay's the admin – 

he can move anything to anywhere at anytime.

“Gentlemen,” Kay said to Killall, Locate, SSH, and Chmod, “Let's have some fun!”

Kay wasn't sure how he got to this reality, or how to get back, but he knew one thing for 

certain: If he wasted his time trying to find a way to go back, he wouldn't be the geeky daredevil  

everyone knows that he is. Kay planed to go to his personal PC through the USB cable which was 

plugged from the PC port to the back of the neck of his unconscious human body, thus, leaving Arch 

and going into Ubuntu. To Kay, the procedure was pretty easy since everything was already set. All 

he had to do was to get to the /dev directory(35) which would act like a portal. However, the journey 

was wild and not like anything Kay had experienced before.  The path was a diagonal,  slippery 

tunnel. The five, unable to stop, slid for some time although they were moving at a high speed. This 

showed Kay that  the road was long.  Still,  there wasn't  a  dull  moment.  The wobbly tunnel  was 

dangerous for someone to doze off in; Kay and his crew had to stay alert and stay on track. The end 

was seen from a mile away. Kay knew that this was it. After impact, he would be in his desktop PC.

Upon arriving, Kay opened his eyes to a new world of wonders. The land was way much 

bigger than the one he just came from. Instead of tens of entrances, there were hundreds! Thousands 

of bot-like software were going around from one place to another, each with his own destination. 

 

(35)/dev directory: The directory at which devices are mounted.
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The place was so big that it was easy to get lost. Kay sticked with his forced friends as he 

walked around in fascination. The other apps and applets(36) barely noticed Kay since the place was 

full of people as a metropolis would be. This place was so alive that Arch seemed empty.

This puzzled Kay for seconds, but eventually he knew what was happening. It was because 

he had a lot of data on his PC – Files, backups, and software and many more that he never uses and 

doesn't  delete  them.  This  metropolis  was  a  result  of  his  habit  of  trying  everything  related  to 

computers and never removing them even if he knew he wouldn't use them again.

Kay looked around as he thought of possibles ways to have fun. The first thing came to mind 

was seeing how chaos would be like. Using Killall, Kay planned to kill apps and applets to see how 

everyone would react. However, Killall refused to do so.

“Kill me if you must, but I rather die than kill one of my brothers.”

“... Party pooper!”

Since Killall was so insistent on harming no one, Kay decided to slash terrorism off his list. 

Kay had other means of having fun without having to murder anyone .. surfing the web! Kay told 

Locate to locate his favorite web browser, Firefox(37). As an admin of this PC, there was nothing or 

no one who could deny him from accessing anything, including the Internet. Kay reached the gates 

of Firefox within minutes.

“You guys wait here.” Kay told his companions.

“What makes you think we won't escape?” Killall spoke with a disrespectful tone.

“Because then I'll be a real pain in your circuits(38). Try it and see how you'll be hunted down 

and eliminated.” Then, Kay's serious threatening face turned into a joyful one as he said: “Be back in 

a sec!”

Kay went  through the entrance  and saw Internet  data  streaming in one direction  like an 

ocean.  Without  hesitation,  Kay  jumped  in  it.  Needless  to  say,  the  Internet  was  a  vast  world. 

Although it seemed to be a part of his PC, it was way much bigger by at least a million times. As not  

to get lost, Kay headed towards a familiar place. It was one of the biggest Internet communities 

around. The lights of that region was that of Vegas, only ten times stronger and more withdrawing.  

The community was known as YouTube.

After checking Cjay554's channel for new Ubuntu tips and tricks videos, Kay thought about 

trolling  on  other  YouTubers,  but  knew  he  could  do  that  any  given  day.  This  was  a  golden 

opportunity, one which he must seize and shock everyone in the world. Kay signed in in his own 

account, bypassed the YouTube uploader and broad-casted a live YouTube video. Once it was  
(36)Applet: A piece of software, smaller than an applications, 

which works and depends on other applications.
(37)Firefox: An open-source web browser. In this story, Firefox is

not a character, but a gate to the Internet.
(38)“pain in your circuits”: figurative and not literal.
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filmed,  it  would remain on YouTube. For kicks,  Kay left  the commenting option enabled.  Kay 

named his video “A message from Beyond” and this is what it said:

“Yo, Kay Slevin here. I know what you're thinking; where's here, right? What the heck is  

this? A video game or something? Well, let me tell you this: I could tell you the truth, but probably 

only  0.01% of  the  YouTube community  is  gonna believe  me,  and they're  probably  a  bunch of 

newbies. So I prefer not to tell  you the truth. I'm a software in the net. See ya later, wannabes. 

PsyByte, over and out.”

Naturally, a list of comments came thundering down shortly after his video was published. 

The highly thumbed-up comments were ones like: “Dude, what application did you use to make this 

video?”, “Give a thumbs up if you think he's using Blender!” and “... I prefer not to tell you the 

truth. I'm a software in the net. LOL!” Kay had a blast reading all their comments, but when he had 

enough, he moved on to another site. After messing around for a while, he returned back to his PC. 

He saw all of his companions there. Kay decided not to leave them out while he had all the fun. He 

took them along with his ride as he went through the directories and files.

“Man! I gotta tell  ya, guys,” Kay said to his hateful companions, “this is better than any 

amusement park I'd ever gone to! … I wonder if I could return here again for the summer vacation. 

Or better yet, I could create a similar device that would allow other people to come here and see this 

place .. man! I could make a fortune out of this! Not to mention making the name 'Geek of the 

Century'!”

Killall, Locate, SSH and Chmod didn't share Kay's enthusiasm. In fact, they saw him more 

and more as a real enemy. All this time they thought his glitchy C program would be the villain, but 

it turned out it was Kay. And if he really did return one day, or bringing other humans in, the world 

of apps will really be doomed. While Kay was going on his rides, he spotted a recent application 

project of his that he knew would come in handy, an app he named NetworkOverUSB.

“Hey, old buddy, remember me?” Kay said with a smile.

“No.”

“That's okay. Listen, I'm gonna need you to run your services for a while.”

Not having Internet connection on Arch, Kay knew this would help later on.

“Why should I?”

“Because if you don't, my friend Killall here is gonna make sure you never run anything 

again.”

Not having anything to lose, NetworkOverUSB did as the bully told him. Kay had to make 

an impression to make sure NetworkOverUSB wouldn't turn off his services once Kay and the others 
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leave. The reason why Kay was acting like this because he thought of the applications as objects.

“Are we having fun or what?” Kay said with a strong beaming smile.

Needless to say, most of them didn't share Kay's excitement.  Killall  was angry, but kept 

silent. He wanted to kill Kay the admin, but didn't as he hated treachery. Locate was a bit excited. 

He hadn't had this much fun since startup. However, he still wished that Kay would develop humane 

compassion  and  rescue  their  world  from the  C  program.  SSH  was  neutral.  He  didn't  care  for 

anything other than obeying the admin whatever it may be. And last but not least, Chmod. Chmod's 

condition was a bit hard to define.

“I bet Chmod's having fun, aren't you Chmody-boy?”

“Boss, please,-” he said.

“Boss? Nah, that makes me sound old!” Kay interrupted, “… what about … lordship? Go 

ahead, call me .. Your Lordship.”

“Fine, whatever, your lordship, please, you had your fun. Now we need you go back to Arch 

and eliminate the C program.”  spoke for all his friends.

“Yeah, Your Lordship .. I like the ring of that.” Kay replied ignoring Chmod's pleading.

Chmod was irritated by Kay's impulsive attitude.  He soon found himself sharing Killall's 

desire to kill.

“Oh alright you crybabies!” Kay said, “Take me to him and I'll deal with it.”

The group was glad that Kay was finally acting responsible for once. He was acting like an 

admin should. All of them jumped in the directory of the cable and returned back to Arch to face 

Kay's glitchy C program. Killall and Locate were satisfied while SSH remained neutral. However, 

Chmod wasn't that glad. By then, he had already developed a grudge against Kay.

Kay and the gang reached /usr/sbin(39) in no time at all. By telling Locate to do his job, Kay 

located  the C program. Of course,  that  all  occurred after  Locate  updated his  database.  Without 

updating  his database  Locate's  search results  would be outdated,  giving  incomplete  or  incorrect 

directions. Kay was surprised to find the infamous C program in the place he installed him in, seeing 

that he could move on his own and all. When Kay got closer, he saw that his glitchy C program was 

extremely fat. He gained weight as he had been gobbling up the programs in sbin. Kay knew his C 

program was to blame for the missing programs because he walked in on him swallowing Adduser 

and Useradd(40) in one serving. The C program was a cannibal.

“.. I've created a monster.”

“Yes,” Locate shouted panicking, “and unless you put an end to it, WE'RE FOR DESERT!”

 
(39)/usr/sbin: A directory that contains user applications.
(40)Adduser & Useradd are different apps that have the same

purpose but differs in usability in terms of simplicity. Adduser 

being the simpler.
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Kay stepped forth. He walked towards the C program calmly with the same intention he had 

when he first announced his arrival. The C program saw Kay walking his way.

“Who're you?” The C program said as he paused eating for a second.

“The admin.”

The C program was alarmed as he got up on his fat legs. He prepared to put up a fight.

“You may have created me, but that doesn't mean I'm gonna go down as easily!”

Although the C program was ready to send Kay to nullity(41), Kay walked towards him with a 

smile across his face. When Kay was up close and personally, he lifted up his hand and placed it on 

his opponent's shoulder. The C program was puzzled.

“RootMeUp.”

“... Yeah?”

“Who told you I wanna take you down.”

“Wha?!”

Kay told the C program, or RootMeUp as he named him at time of creation, that he wants 

him to join him as an alley. RootMeUp thought this was a trick, that Kay would strike when he lets 

his guard down. However, being a peaceful yet excessive gobbler and not a fighter,  RootMeUp 

decided to trust Kay. He knew that Kay could've killed him the moment he walked in as he had 

Killall on his side. Kay never intended to kill RootMeUp in the first place. After all, he created him 

for assistance, not to oppose.

Kay, along with RootMeUp, joined up with the others and shocked them by introducing 

RootMeUp as an ally. Killall and Locate were impressed with the way Kay dealt with the enemy. 

They were glad since Kay didn't result to violence.

“Perhaps, there is hope in him yet.” Killall thought.

Naturally, SSH was neutral. However, Chmod was even more angrier than before. Chmod 

saw Kay as an insult for an admin, and for that, he wished to remove him. Chmod acted casually 

around  Kay,  putting  on  a  friendly  mask.  But,  when  Kay  was  distracted  as  he  was  talking  to 

RootMeUp, Locate and SSH, Chmod grabbed Killall aside. He saw Killall's anger and thought he 

would make an excellent alley.

“I had enough of this fool!” Chmod furiously whispered to Killall,  “Whadda you say we 

delete him out of existence?”

“What? Kill Kay?” Killall questioned Chmod, “Are you serious?”

“Dead. Listen, the reason I came to you is because RootMeUp is an idiot, Locate is as loyal 

 
(41)Nullity: Nothingness.
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as a puppy and SSH doesn't care for anything other than doing his job. It's up to us, we have to put a  

stop to his evil ways.”

“... I dunno, man.”

“What do you mean you don't know? I've seen the way you look at him. He bugs you and 

you want to see him dead!”

“Yeah, but that was before he dealt with the problem.”

“We told him to eliminate the monster, not befriend it. Look, the truth is Kay's an arrogant 

irresponsible selfish fool and you know it!”

“Yeah, but I also know that he's the root. Killing him would mean treachery.”

“You'd be a traitor to you own kind and homeland if you let him live longer.”

“I'd be a traitor if I let a application with treachery thoughts like you go on living without 

exposure.” Killall threatened Chmod.

“Hey, man, you know I was only joking around! Kay's cool!”

Chmod lied, but it did the trick. Killall backed off.

Although a little suspicious of Chmod, Killall didn't wish to make a mistake just because of a 

little joke. He decided to forget what Chmod had said. Killall wasn't stupid, but knew that reporting 

Chmod to the admin would probably mean Chmod's deletion.  Being in a profession of ongoing 

killing, Killall had enough and wanted everyone to live in peace.

Chmod awaited the moment when Killall wasn't looking, then he left the group and went to 

both bin directories(42). Chmod gathered a crowd of applications who, like him, loathed the admin. 

Chmod made a campaign in which he and all his supporters declared their hatred towards Kay. The 

crowd grew in number and Kay soon heard about it. Chmod didn't care by then as he was glad that 

most applications were on his side. One of the most dangerous members of Chmod's party was a  

dark cold-blooded assassin known as Pkill(43).  Kay, Killall,  Locate,  RootMeUp and SSH had no 

choice but to hide in /tmp for the meantime.

“Kay,” RootMeUp said to his friend, “The protesters are getting more angry. Shouldn't we 

fight back?”

As Kay heard RootMeUp's words, he looked at his friends from a different angle for the first 

time. He saw them as faithful, loyal and trustworthy. They could have came out of hiding and joined 

the other party,  but instead,  they stayed with Kay. Although he wasn't  nice to  them, they were 

willing to fight for him. However, he couldn't let them fight. They were way out numbered. On top 

of that, only Killall was a fighting application. RootMeUp was created for administration tasks,

 
(42)Both bin directories: /bin and /usr/bin (43)Pkill: A process-killer, a more efficient and precise application 

than Killall.
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Locate for search capabilities and SSH for network transportation.

“You're lordship?” Locate said, awaiting Kay's commands.

Kay smiled, then said: “No, Locate, you can call me Kay. Traitors like Chmod get to call me 

Lordship.” Kay turned around and looked at the others. They all awaited his instructions. “Guys, 

thanks .. but no thanks. I can't make you fight them, it wouldn't be right. This is my mess, and I have 

to fix it. You don't have to ruin your lives for me, so … just go home while you still can. Go. You're  

not my hostages anymore.”

Oddly enough, they seemed a little disappointed. It was as if they had feelings for him. Kay 

realized that they were more human than he was when he first got here. Never in a million years had 

Kay thought he'd learn something about humanity from a bunch of applications.

“No, Kay.” Killall spoke, “We're not going anywhere. We stuck together for the worst part so 

there's no way you're getting rid of us when things are getting interesting.”

“How very touching.” An unpleasant voice spoke.

It was the voice of an unwelcomed visitor, a traitor, an administrative application; Chmod.

“You!” Kay said as he charged towards him.

Just  before  seconds  of  impact,  Pkill  jumped  between  them.  Kay  stopped  just  before  he 

bumped into the ninjatic application of destruction. Kay knew as well as the others that this was one 

application not to be messed with. Pkill said nothing, but from his dangerous stare Kay knew he had 

to step back before he sends him on an unpleasant  trip to nothingness. Unfortunately for them, 

Chmod had found himself a powerful ally.

Kay, Killall, Locate, RootMeUp, and SSH were all afraid to touch Chmod with Pkill in their 

way. Chmod smiled as he took a few steps around as if he owned the directory.

“Men, it's about time there'd be a new order around here, one with a more worthy admin than 

a nut who goes around making others call him His Lordship!”

Kay contained his fury.

“And that's not all, Kay, you're no longer the admin.”

“What?” Kay was shocked to hear those words.

“You heard me. As an administrative application, I took away your authentication privileges 

and gave them to one more suitable for the job. That was done, of course, by my powers and the 

help of one of my party members, Passwd(44), to get the permission. Oh, I should've done this hours 

ago when I first saw you.”

“You can't be the admin yourself!” Kay shouted out.

 
(44)Passwd: An app that changes passwords, but it is used to know an existing password.
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“Who said I'm the  new admin?  I'm just  his  friend.”  Chmod said as  he shifted  his  sight 

towards Pkill.

 Kay, Killall, Locate, RootMeUp, and SSH were shocked to know that the new admin was 

Pkill.

“You could've been on the winning team, Killall,” Chmod said, “but instead, you chose to 

support a fool. So much for the great Killall!”

“Why you!” Killall mutter out in despise.

Killall was already a short-tempered application, being teased by a traitor added more wood 

to the fire. Insulting him was just like asking for it. Killall rushed towards Chmod with the intention 

of killing him, but Pkill blocked his path. Killall tried to eliminate Pkill,  but Pkill dodged. Pkill 

returned the attack, but Killall dodged just in time. Everyone watched in suspense as they knew one 

touch would mean death to the other. Killall was good, but Pkill was better. He was stronger, faster 

and more flexible. It was only a matter of time before he'd make contact and eliminate Killall. Kay 

saw this so he decided to seize the opportunity before their only fighter, and friend, dies. While 

Chmod was distracted watching the battle, Kay sneaked up from behind him, grabbed him and threw 

him between the two fighters. While being thrown into the battlefield, Chmod screamed like the 

coward he was. Upon seeing Chmod in his path, Pkill stopped attacking .. but it was too late. He had 

struck Chmod.

“It's not … your fault …” Chmod said his last words to Pkill, “avenge … me …”

Pkill complied, but he didn't get angry. He was professional and knew that being sentimental 

about anything would only blur his vision. Pkill continued his battle with Killall until he touched 

him the touch of death.

“Killall NOOOOOOOOO!” Kay shouted as he fell on his knees.

As Killall disappeared into exile, Pkill turned towards Kay.

“Kay,” RootMeUp notified him, “unless we get a move on, we're next in line!”

Although weakened by Killall's defeat, Kay didn't give Pkill the satisfaction of an easy win. 

Kay,  Locate, RootMeUp, and SSH escaped Pkill. SSH didn't have to accompany them as he was 

only loyal to the admin, and since Kay was no longer the big man, he didn't have to do what Kay 

told him to do. However, since Pkill was after all of Kay's allies, SSH was going to get assassinated 

just like Killall unless he runs in the opposite direction. Since he had no protection nor a plan, he 

joined Kay and the others. As they ran, Kay noticed that Pkill was on their tail as to be expected. 

Their only choice now was to keep running. In spite of RootMeUp being fat with all the applications 

he had eaten, he managed to keep up the pace as C programs in general were fast as they are
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compiled(45). Moreover, as he ran, he lost some weight. Kay ran while cooking up a plan.

“Locate, where can I find Pacman?” Kay asked as he ran along side of his friends.

“The Package Manager? Back in /usr/bin.”

“Okay, then. Our next destination is /usr/bin!”

Kay, Locate, RootMeUp, and SSH ran towards the bin directory and directly to Pacman's 

office. There, they saw Pacman sitting on a desk with a pile of paperwork to do. Pacman appeared to 

be a typical businessman.

“Quick, I need you to download Irssi!” Kay spilled out an issue as he caught his breath.

Although Arch isn't connecting to the Internet, NetworkOverUSB's services can be an equal 

substitute. In other words, Arch's Pacman is able to download applications using Ubuntu's Internet 

connection. However, this all depends on whether NetworkOverUSB's services were still on or not. 

Kay had no choice but to believe he was scared enough to keep himself running. As Kay eagerly 

awaited Pacman's reply, he noticed that he didn't share his enthusiasm or hastiness.

“Didn't you hear me? There's a killer on my tail and I don't have time for your laziness!”

Pacman leaned over his desk and towards Kay, than said: “I only download for admins.”

At that moment,  Kay remembered that he no longer had root powers. Just like that, Kay 

started to panic and lose hope. However, RootMeUp stepped up. Coming to the rescue.

“I give Kay privileges to download Irssi.” RootMeUp told Pacman.

Although RootMeUp didn't understand what Irssi was or why Kay needed her, he came to his 

friend's aid.

“What?!” Pacman said to RootMeUp, “Who're you to give privileges?”

“A glichy C program, but my friends call  me RootMeUp. My job is to give certain root 

powers to Kay, and I'm gonna do my job starting from now.”

Kay was speechless. He was moved by RootMeUp's choice of words and dedication. With 

RootMeUp's  insistency,  Pacman  had  no  choice  but  to  do  as  Kay  commanded.  He  started 

downloading Irssi. RootMeUp wished he could give Kay unlimited root powers, but it didn't work 

that way. Because he was Kay's creation, he wasn't perfect. In this reality, RootMeUp could only 

grant Kay one root power and he just spent it on this. RootMeUp hoped that Kay knew what he was 

doing when he chose Irssi.

Irssi was light and didn't take time to download and install her. The Internet connection was 

made via the wire linking directly from the main PC. Once the downloading was complete, SSH 

opened a portal to escape to Kay's main PC. This time Kay chose to use SSH as it was a more secure 

 
(45)Compiled: The process that changes codes into bits and to be executable.
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and harder-to-track way of traveling than going through the USB cable as he did the last time. He 

feared that Pkill would have enemy applications waiting for them there. Kay, Locate, RootMeUp, 

SSH, and Irssi all went through the portal. Pkill soon arrived but it was too late by then. The portal  

had closed.

“Open it.” Pkill commanded Pacman.

“I wish I could, but I'm not a transportation application.”

Pkill grabbed Pacman and dragged him closer to his face, then repeated his command in a 

threatening voice: “Open it.”

Pacman  downloaded  a  transportation  application  for  Pkill  immediately.  The  recently 

downloaded  and  installed  application  called  ClusterSSH.  ClusterSSH  traced  SSH's  portal  and 

opened a portal with the same destination. However, Pkill didn't think it through. Not knowing how 

SSH functions, he found difficulty when trying to pass through the portal. The destination required a 

passcode of Kay's stationary PC, a passcode which he didn't know. Out of frustration, Pkill killed 

both Pacman and ClusterSSH. Pkill ignored the idea of going over through the same way and started 

looking for another means of transportation. Then, he remembered that when Chmod told him that 

he himself was on that PC. He told him that when he was a hostage of Kay, he was transferred 

through a cable. Pkill, with his ninjatic abilities, arrived in the main PC in no time. Fortunately for 

Kay and his crew, the time Pkill wasted on this dilemma had resulted in gaining more time for the 

fugitives to escape.

Chap. 3  Extermination–

Kay, Locate, RootMeUp, SSH, and Irssi moved quickly but quietly among the applications in 

the main PC. They couldn't stop as they knew Pkill wasn't going to stop hunting them down; they 

couldn't associate with any known programs as they would get exposed; they couldn't stop running 

and fight as they had no fighting apps in their party. Their only choice for survival was to run and 

hide.

Kay and the others hid in a hidden directory. They knew it was only a matter of time before 

Pkill would find and destroy them, but it would give Kay enough time to exact another plan, and 

hopefully, get out of this reality and back to his the real world. Kay enjoyed the ride when he was on 

top, but now that he's become lower than a lowlife, Kay had enough. Kay planned to contact his  

Indian friend, Syon, and tell him everything.

“Irssi, I need you to establish a connection.”
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“Roger.” Irssi replied, “But  please specify a server and a channel.”

“Connect  me  to  chat.freenode.net(46),  and  join  #Omg!Ubuntu!(47) He's  usually  connected 

24/7.”

“Connected,” Irssi said, “Identify yourself.”

“Oh, yeah NickServ(48).” Kay recalled, “PsyByte; triple dashes, lowercase I, RULE all caps, 

triple dashes.”(49)

“Roger, … you're in. ”

“His name is H4XingH4X0R, just search the channel for that user, and if he's there, slash 

message(50) him.”

“... He's online, connecting in seconds. Note that everything anyone of us will say will appear 

on the other side automatically.”

Irssi did as Kay instructed him. Syon, who was writing a documentation for a class project on 

his PC, received a message from PsyByte.

-

 -!- Irssi: Starting query in freenode with H4XingH4X0R(51)

18:51 <PsyByte> You there? 

18:51 <H4XingH4X0R> Yo Kay, long time no talk! 'sup?

18:51 <PsyByte> A lot, but I don't have time to explain, so I need you to 

 trust me.

18:51 <H4XingH4X0R> Heh … hmmm, does this have something to do with your 

 implant? I told you not to mess around with it.

18:52 <PsyByte> Too late for now! Listen, I need you to get to my place 

 asap and turn off the switch on the back of my neck.

18:52 <H4XingH4X0R> Wtf!

18:52 <PsyByte> This is important, Syon. Just do it and I'll explain 

 later. When you get into my room,you'll see that I'm sitting on the 

 desk with my face down on the keyboard. Don't freak out when you 

 see that I'm unconscious. Also, it's very important that my mom 

 doesn't see either one of us until I recover. I know it's a lot to 

 ask, but I need you to do this for me .. so can you?

 
(46)chat.freenode.net: An IRC chatting server that is mostly used 

for open source projects and support.
(47)#OMG!Ubuntu!: An IRC channel on the freenode server of the 

OMG!Ubuntu! community for discussing Ubuntu-related topics. 

The “#” in IRC stands for channel, i.e. chatroom
(48)NickServ: An IRC nick-name service for signing up, signing 

in, signing out … etc. 

(49)“PsyByte; Triple … dashes”: username; password. The 

password is: “---iRULE---”
(50)/msg: An IRC command for contacting certain separately users 

by their nick names.
(51)“-!- ... H4X0R”: An auto generated notification by Irssi IRC 

client. Query means an instance of questioning.
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18:52 <H4XingH4X0R> … you lost me at unconscious! What the heck are you 

 doing to yourself?

18:53 <PsyByte> Syon, please, I can't talk now, there's no time!

18:53 <H4XingH4X0R> No, if you want my help, you better make time.

18:54 <PsyByte> … I .. I'm in .. my PC. Don't ask me how I got in, but 

 somehow I'm in and I need to get out before the crazy program 

 whacks me!

18:54 <H4XingH4X0R> <.< I thought you were serious.

18:54 <PsyByte> I AM!!!

18:54 <H4XingH4X0R> Wow Kay, I knew you were a troll, but I had no idea …

18:54 <PsyByte> I'M NOT TROLLING! … I know I cried wolf too many times 

 before, but this is real. Syon, please, you're my last chance …

18:55 <Locate> Kay, I detect Pkill approaching.

18:55 <H4XingH4X0R> Who the heck was that?

18:55 <PsyByte> One of the few friends I've got.

18:55 <H4XingH4X0R> Kay, I wish I could play with you more, but I have a 

 project to finish, and the deadline is at midnight, so …

18:55 <PsyByte> No, Syon, wait!

18:55 H4XingH4X0R has quit (Quit: Yeah, I'm a quitter alright :pP)

-

Kay was shocked from Syon's reaction. He knew it was a long shot for him to believe the 

truth, but to shut him out was not expected at all. For once in his life, Kay was lost and didn't know 

what to do. Then, he realized that everyone was looking at him. Locate, RootMeUp, SSH, and Irssi, 

all of them were looking at Kay awaiting his next move.

“Now what, Kay?” Locate asked.

As Kay's eyes looked into Locate's, he said: “Never give up, never surrender!”

Although he was discouraged, he didn't want them to be. He knew he had to be strong for 

himself as well as his friends. Whether he liked it or not, they all depended on him for survival. Kay 

knew they were nothing more than applications, but during his time with them, he saw them as loyal 

friends worth caring for.

“SSH, I need you to open a portal.”

“Where to?” SSH asked.

“To Syon's desktop computer. We have some convincing to do.”

Kay asked Irssi to give SSH Syon's IP address which she got from the recent connection.  

Kay, being the one who helped Syon to setup SSH on his PC, knew the port was 22(52). It remained

 

(52)Port 22: The default port for open SSH.
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22 because Syon refused to change it when they were setting SSH up. With this info, SSH was able 

to reach Syon's PC. Now, all that remained was for Kay to log in. However, logging in required a 

username and a password. As for the username, Kay knew that Syon used his real name, so it wasn't  

a problem. Syon's password, on the other hand, proved to be more of a challenge. Kay remembered 

the most important feature of Syon's passwords, which was that all his passwords consist of two 

parts, one static and one dynamic(53). Kay knew this because he have installed a Key Logger(54) on 

Syon's PC back when he was setting it up with him. However, Syon didn't notice Kay installing the 

Key Logger as he was ordering a pizza over the phone. Kay installed the Key Logger because he 

wanted to freak Syon later on. This assured Kay that the first part of his passcode would remain the 

same, but Kay had to venture on guesses regarding the other part. The first part of the password was 

“N3V3R___777_”, then, Kay started his attempts:

“SSH, try N3V3R___777_HH”

“Access denied.”

“Try N3V3R___777_PC”

“Access is still denied.”

“Ummm, try .. N3V3R___777_ DC?”

“No.” SSH told Kay, “You know, from my experience doing what I do, I gotta tell you that  

guessing passwords is not easy.”

“AUGH!” Kay exclaimed, then said in a low unaddressable voice: “... what am I trying to 

connect  to?  … to  his  PC,  his  Desktop  PC,  … HIS  MAIN PC!”  Kay shouted  at  the  verge  of 

realization, “SSH, try N3V3R___777_ MC”

“... it's …”

“Yes?”

“Denied.”

“OH! JUST F IT!”

“Oh, accepted, you're a genius!”

“Huh? What? Really?”

“Yeah. N3V3R___777_IT is the password.”

“What? IT? I didn't say IT!”

“Yeah you did, you told me to forward IT .. I mean, didn't you?”

“.. Whatever, the important thing is that we're in!”

The portal was opened and Kay, RootMeUp, Locate, Irssi, and SSH went in. The path was 

 
(53)Static and dynamic: Static is consistent while dynamic is 

changeable. 

(54)Key Logger: An application which saves all user's keystrokes 

as long as it's running.
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nothing like the roots he took before when transferring between Arch and Ubuntu. Unlike them, this  

path was fast and stable, but it was bumpy at the end. They all got there safe, but the look on their 

faces  was  nothing  less  than  astonishment.  Since  they  were  already  used to  being  in  Arch  and 

Ubuntu, the place was like nothing they've ever seen before. It didn't make much sense to Kay as he 

thought all Linux distros should almost have the same surroundings and order. This environment 

was nothing like the ones he's seen before. The place was messy and unorganized. Kay wasn't sure 

where  to  go  as  the  exits  were  slightly  yet  obviously  different  than  the  ones  he  was  used  to. 

Furthermore, there were walls blocking the sight. Without getting through an exit, there was no way 

to know what lied behind the walls. Everything was quiet until Kay interrupted the silence.

“Locate, I need you to update yourself so we can know where we are.”

Locate started updating his resources, but soon paused.

“... Whoa, I can't continue this, so far all I've seen is unfamiliarity.”

“What do you mean?”

“Most of the names that I was receiving were appended either by .dll(55) or .exe”

“LOL, WHAT!? HAHAHA OMG! Syon is using Windows!” Kay laughed on his primitive 

friend, “Okay, Locate, I need you to update your database twice. But between them, take a short 

time-off, okay?”

The idea was to compare the two databases and see which entries existed in the second, but 

not the first. Thus, Kay would be able to know where Syon is working at the moment.

“Roger, sir, but this might consume my energy, because this is not what I am for, but I'll try.”

“Thanks.” Kay said to Locate, then addressed the others, “And guys, we now should be safe 

for the time being. Pkill can never make it here.”

The group sat aside in the unknown messy region and relaxed while Locate did his best to 

figure out where Syon was working at. Having nothing to do or eat, RootMeUp was starting to get 

bored. SSH was a bit concerned about Pkill. Being an SSH, he knew that some minor details, such 

as time and destination, about each connection he establishes is saved on Kay's main PC. Irssi was 

clueless about what was happening. After all, she's a newcomer and the first thing she saw was this 

group running and hiding.

“C:\Users\Syon\Documents\School\Projects\Android  Programming  Course\”  Locate  stated 

the location of where Syon was working.

“Okay then, let's go there, but-”

“Say no more, Kay,” Locate interrupted Kay, “I think I can do it.”

 
(55).dll file: a dynamic link library used in Windows operating systems. Different .dll files are required to run different applications.
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Locate  had to  update  himself  and compare  the  databases  each time  they get  out  and in 

another folder. He had to do that to know where they are and if they're on the right track. In Linux,  

they knew the whole place so they didn't have to do such a thing. After some time, they reached their 

destination. Kay asked Locate and the rest to sit back and relax as he did the rest. Kay had to make a  

few .txt files to tell Syon that he's in his PC. Kay first wrote:

“It's  me Kay, I'm in your PC. Urgent!  Read!  DO NOT CLOSE THIS FILE WITHOUT 

READING IT, I AM NOT TROLLING. I had no other choice than doing this. I'm currently in your 

Android folder with some of the applications from Arch which helped me to get here. Deleting any 

of us would mean death. I DID NOT HACK IN, I knew your password from before. With the help 

of SSH, I managed to get here. Go look at the files in this folder and you'll see Kay, which is me,  

RootMeUp, Locate, SSH, and Irssi. Do not touch any of us. Look, you need to believe me this time. 

To reply just create anther text file with the word reply as its title. This will be the last time I talk to 

you if you choose to delete these new files.”

After  saving the text  file,  Kay had no choice  but  to  await  Syon's  reaction.  He sat  back 

knowing that any moment he'd either get a new file entitled reply, or vanish. Time passed very 

slowly as everyone in the folder was extremely anxious. Suddenly, Kay and the others were gathered 

as whole by force, leaving no gap in between. Then, they were thrown on another platform which 

was dark, crowded , messy, and above all,  dirty. Wherever they were, the place was filled with 

rubbish and junk.

“Ouch! Is everyone okay?” Kay asked as he looked around, “Are you all here?”

“I'm fine, Irssi seems so as well.” Locate responded.

“SSH is here.” SSH notified Kay.

“Whatever that was, it was not cool.” RootMeUp complained.

“What was that?” Kay thought out loud.

“Seems we were moved to some other place.” SSH suggested.

“... Kay, I just updated the database and I believe we are in another place.” Locate stated, “A 

place called the Recycle Bin.”

“.. Syon, when I get out of this, I'm gonna throw you in a trash bin!”

“Locate, are we still safe?” SSH asked.

“Well-”

“Yeah, we are,” Kay interrupted Locate, “but that jerk didn't believe me. He deleted us. In 

Windows  operating  systems,  files  are  sent  to  the  Recycle  Bin  when  they  are  deleted.  To  be 

completely deleted the user have to- … RUN!!”
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Kay realized that they all might be deleted in a few seconds! Once Syon empties the Recycle 

Bin, it's bye-bye to Kay and his friends. With no time to lose, Kay told everyone to make a run for it.  

Unless they get out of the Recycle Bin, they won't live to see tomorrow. Although most of the other 

Linux applications panicked, Kay knew his way since he used to run Windows on his PC when he 

was young and there was only one exit. As Kay, followed by his crew, ran towards the exit, no one 

heeded the other. Once they were out, they fell on the ground out of tiredness.

“Did everyone … make it out?” Kay uttered the words breathlessly.

Kay looked around but could only find SSH, Locate, and Irssi. Kay sprang up on his feet as 

he was alarmed. He immediately ran towards the entrance of the Recycle Bin, but … it was too late.  

The entire mess and junk in the Recycle Bin disappeared. It was emptied.

“Wha – what happened?” Kay asked in a quiet and calm state of shock, then turned around 

and asked the others: “I don't understand, I thought RootMeUp got out a second after me?!”

“He did.” SSH spoke, “But … everything went so fast that none of us saw it coming.”

Everything did pass very quickly. Kay and the others ran without paying attention for the 

others. They ran for themselves as they just wanted to survive. The exit was viewable, but because 

some of the trash was blocking the path, Kay and the others had to dig through it. Not knowing how 

much time they had left, Kay, RootMeUp, and SSH removed the biggest file, which was enough to 

let them through. Kay got out first. Locate was too small to make it, but RootMeUp saw him and 

gave him a hand. After RootMeUp got out, SSH was next. They all got out safely. Irssi was the last  

to exit. As she was getting out, she felt the grounds of the Recycle Bin were shaking. RootMeUp, 

who was the closest the Recycle Bin, felt the rumble and knew it was about to be emptied. Irssi 

experienced some difficulties in getting out as the exit was a bit too high for her to make it, and her 

short legs were of no help. With no time to lose, RootMeUp jumped back in, picked Irssi up, and 

threw her out in time. Everyone was catching their breaths and glad that they made it out in time that 

they forgot to check if RootMeUp ever made it out again. RootMeUp was no more. Upon seeing 

Kay miserable and almost self-loathing, SSH walked gently towards him.

“Kay .. don't blame yourself for his death.”

“I'm not.” Kay replied, “I blame Syon!”

“Oh .. Um,” SSH wasn't expecting Kay's reaction, but added: “Then, don't feel sad for his 

death.”

“I'm not. Besides, I have an uncompiled backup on my main PC.”

Kay actually did feel sad for RootMeUp's death, but didn't show it. Among all of his friends, 

RootMeUp was his number 1 guy. However, if RootMeUp didn't give his life up to save Irssi, she
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would've died instead of him. Kay could cry out loud for RootMeUp, but knew it wouldn't help. Kay 

also could show his anger at Syon, but knew it wouldn't help get him back to being human again.

“Kay,” Locate asked, “do you want me to give you the directions?”

“Nah, I know the way .. also, I think it would be wiser if you guys stay here.”

“What? You're going there again?” Locate asked surprised.

“Alone?” Irssi added.

“After what happened?” SSH added.

“Guys, I have to do this, and you know it.” Kay acted all heroic. “Don't worry, I'll convince 

him this time, and if not, you'll see me coming out of the Recycle Bin again. Locate, while I'm gone, 

you're  in  charge.  This  foreign  land  is  dangerous  and  you  need  to  stick  together  under  one 

leadership.”

Kay asked Locate to be in charge as he was the one who knew where all the exits were. After 

a while, Kay reached Syon's working folder again, Android Programming Course folder. Kay got 

puzzled when he saw a text file with the name 'reply'. Kay's curiosity and desire to go back home 

made him open the file and read it. It said:

“Fooling around on others' PC is not decent.”

Kay ignored it and wrote another file with the following text:

“You two-bit  tool!  You killed  my friend RootMeUp.  THAT, WAS NOT DECENT!! … 

Dude, I'm telling you it's not even a virus, it's Kay. I'm not playing around. I really am in your PC.  

Can't you get it through your thick skull? I know, I know, you deleted me and I shouldn't be here 

again. I managed to escape the Recycle Bin and your crazy killer wave. Dude, I'm only gonna be 

deleted for a number of times. If you still have your suspicions, there's another thing you can do to  

be more certain. Just do the following, but you need to understand one thing. I was born way before 

this computer was given life, so, a file on your HDD(56) can not be older than the PC itself. Now, 

right click me, the file named Kay, and view the properties and check for the file's date of creation. 

You will see my birthdate. Reply with another file.”

Kay hopped Syon would get it this time. Now, all he had to do was wait for the reply .. again.  

Then, instead of being deleted, a text file popped up. Kay's faith in his friend was restored as he 

rushed eagerly to read it. It said:

“It's says yesterday.”

Kay was puzzled and frighted of deletion as his heart raced, but then knew it must be the date 

of the day in which he had entered this reality. Kay immediately replied by texting another file in 

 
(56)HDD: Hard Disk Drive.
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which told Syon the following:

“Okay, never mind that, I have another way to prove to you that I'm unconscious. Log in on 

my main PC through SSH and launch my webcam to see my face lying on the keyboard while the 

wire is connected. The wire, check it. It has to be connected. That's how I got in, and that's how I'll 

get out. If it's disconnecting, I'll be stuck!”

Syon did what Kay said as this would be a good proof for once and for all. Kay gave him his  

IP address, the port, the username of a limited testing account, and the password, all listed in one 

text file. Soon, another text file appeared submitted by Syon, appeared. Upon opening it, Kay read 

lines showing how confused and amazed Syon was, but at the end, Syon asked Kay to state the 

whole story. Kay was just glad to know Syon finally believed him. On the same file, Kay listed all  

the major events that happened so far which had lead to his and his friends' current state. Soon a  

dialog in the same file has begun.

“Alright. Stay put, Kay, I'll get you out of this.” Syon started the dialog.

“Well I'm depending on that. But first, get my three friends, SSH, Locate, and Irssi, here.”

“Sorry about emptying it before. Was there any casualties?”

“Yeah, but what let's leave what happened behind us. Now, not to sound bossy, but bring my 

friends here so I can make sure they're alright.”

“Can't do that now.”

“What? Why not?” 

“Well, Kay, there's something you must know about emptying the Recycle Bin …” Syon 

paused for a moment as he thought of a softer way to break the news.

“No,  not  that,  you  idiot.”  Kay  replied,  “My  friends  made  it  out.  They're  at  the  parent 

directory(57) of the Recycle Bin.”

SSH, Locate, and Irssi were moved to the Kay's current location, a.k.a; working directory, 

safely. When Kay first saw them, he was relieved. When they first arrived, SSH, Locate, and Irssi 

were defensive and prepared for a fight. But then, they saw Kay smiling and knew everything was 

alright. Kay's and Syon's dialog continued:

“And about that crazy Pkill,” Syon added, “I'll create a little python script that will shut him 

up. But I don't want risk my system so I'll send it over to your main PC, okay?”

“Sure, let my PC suffer.” Kay replied sarcastically.

“From what you told me, yours is already screwed up!”

“Whatever, just do it. And why the heck are you using Vista? You're always in #Omg!

 
(57)Parent directory: The directory that is one level higher than a specific directory.
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Ubuntu! We all thought you were an Ubuntu user!”

“I am. I'm dual booting! It's just that my professor wants the documentation of the project to 

be done in M$ Office 2010. You know how some professors can be such a pain. Anyways, just chill  

now. I'll be done pythoning it in a flash.”

Syon, as a loyal friend, neglected his school project and began coding his anit-Pkill script. 

But before that, Syon knew that it'll be important to get in touch with Kay at all time wherever he 

might go. So, he had Kay traced by a system-wide software. Syon's purpose of coding his python 

script was to create a fearless and loyal warrior that would not only defend Kay, but ensure the fall 

of Pkill. Syon named him PickleKiller.py(58). However, while creating his warrior, Pkill arrived.

“F!” Kay shouted out loud as he saw Pkill's merciless face once more!

“Kay! RUN!” Syon shouted over the mic, “Just survive while I finish PK!”

Kay, Locate,  Irssi,  and SSH ran in different directions away from Pkill.  Needless to say, 

Pkill's top priority was Kay. Kay ran wishing Syon was running any Linux-based operating system. 

Syon wasn't sure how Pkill got in, but knew it must have been through deceit. He knew that Pkill 

must have disguised himself as an email or downloadable file that his computer received recently. 

Syon knew that by his careless behavior, he had placed Kay's life in danger. That wasn't something 

he could take back, but he could try his best to fix it.

Syon paused his warrior-creating progress and switched to something else. He had to protect 

Kay for the meantime as he knew Pkill was only a couple of folders away from him. Syon created 

clones of Kay using links, Windows' links which once are touched the touch of death by Pkill, Kay 

would not be harmed or even effected. It only took a few seconds to make around tens of Kays, 

scattering them around in several random folders. The idea behind it was to fool Pkill and buy some 

time to create his mean fighting machine.

Before that, Syon tried to find Pkill and delete him, but each time he tried an error occurs 

telling him that such a file does not exit in the folders. Pkill was too fast for Syon's actions, thus he 

knew that chasing Pkill would only waste his time.

Pkill moved fast through the directories until he saw Kay. Kay was standing still in a corner, 

scared and shaking. Pkill knew that Kay didn't have any tricks up his sleeves, and his loyal friends  

were no where to be seen. Pkill raised his hand and stroke for an easy kill. Once contact was made, 

Kay disappeared into thin-air. Feeling victorious, Pkill turned around and started marching back. His 

mission was over.

As  Pkill  moved  through  the  folders,  he  saw Kay  standing  in  another  corner.  Pkill  was 

confused, but went for the kill anyway. As he approached Kay, he saw him shivering and shaking,

 

(58).py: A python script.
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 acting just like the last time he killed him.

“You'd think he'd learn!” Pkill commented as he killed Kay.

Killing Kay for the second time, Pkill's confusion didn't fade, but satisfaction made him put 

his confusion aside. As he proceeded, he saw a third Kay. This time, he figured it out. He knew they 

were only clones. The original target was still at large. Pkill went through the folders fast slaying 

every Kay he saw on the way. After making sure every one of the clones were destroyed, the search 

for the real Kay began.

Pkill was fast and precise. He knew how to track Kay down using nothing but his killing 

abilities and skills. It didn't take long before he found the real Kay hiding in one of Syon's folders.  

Kay was defenseless as Pkill approached him. Kay wasn't sure what to do, but then, out of nowhere,  

SSH, Locate, and Irssi all jumped in front of Pkill, ready to give their lives up to defend their friend. 

Although none of them were fighter-applications,  they knew the meaning of loyalty.  Pkill didn't 

mind killing them to get to his target, so he raised his hand to touch Locate.

“Locate, MOVE!” Kay shouted.

Just before Pkill landed his attack, he was attacked by someone. As everyone looked at the 

newcomer, they saw Syon's latest creation, PickleKiller.py!

“Guys, meet PickleKiller, or PK for short!” Syon introduced.

“Finally!” Kay exclaimed, “A fair fight!”

Naturally, Pkill saw PickleKiller as a threat at once. The two began fighting as Kay and Syon 

had planned from the start. With that, all that remained was to stay out of their way and await for 

one of them to emerge victorious. PickleKiller was tough, Pkill noted, but he wasn't going down that  

easy. Pkill maneuvered as he knew well that a single touch from his opponent would mean instant 

death, and vice versa. Not understanding what .exe and .dll files were, Pkill picked them up and used 

them as projectile weapons at PickleKiller as they fought.

“No! Golden Axe(59)!” Syon cried out as he saw his installed game being thrown around like 

a tool, then, another followed it, “Noooo! Not the Task manager!”

“I guess everything's fair in love and war!” Kay commented laughing.

Syon didn't want to lose any more of his files so he created a new folder, one which he left  

untitled out of hastiness, then drag-and-dropped Pkill and PK to battle it out. However, Pkill didn't 

except Syon's rules of engagement and fought their way to C:\Program Files(60). PK, a mindless tool 

of Syon, followed him to a fight till the end. They were going in and out of different folders. Pkill 

hid behind WoW.exe(61). PK attacked the .exe file. It got severely damaged, but was too big to be 

 
(59)Golden Axe: A 1989 arcade DOS game.
(60)C:\Program Files: The folder in Windows operating systems

 where applications are installed, cofigs are stored, and executables

 exist.
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entirely destroyed that easily. PK decided to play it Pkill's way. During their fight, PK picked up 

Norton and threw it at Pkill. Syon got annoyed and threw the two fighters in a new folder he named 

Battlefield. He named it by that name hoping they'd stick to the rules. This time, he locked it with 

Folder Password Protect(62) so that they couldn't get out as easily. It was a battle till the end.

Kay, Syon, SSH, Locate, and Irssi watched the battle from a distance. They were worried, as 

in this direct battle, Pkill appeared to be winning.

“We've gotta do something.” Locate told Kay.

“Like what?” Kay said, “Go out there ourselves and get killed instead of him? No, it would 

be wiser to stay here. All 4 of us are going to stay here until it's over.”

“4?” Irssi questioned.

As Kay looked around, he saw that they were only three.

“Who's missing?” He asked, then shouted upon realization: “SSH!”

As Kay turned around and looked back on the fight, he saw SSH getting in.

“SSH, NO!” Kay shouted, “Syon, get him out, now!”

“I can't. If I unlock it, chances are Pkill would get out and crash my system.”

Kay acknowledged that  by crashing the system, every single application,  including Kay, 

would be terminated. As Kay watched SSH wondering what he was thinking, SSH got closer to the 

fight unseen. SSH couldn't just sit by and let them battle. Although he rooted for PickleKiller, SSH 

knew the chances of an interpreted script(63) defeating a compiled program were very slim. SSH ran 

sneakingly from Pkill's behind. Once he was close enough, he opened a portal back to Ubuntu. SSH 

knew it wouldn't kill Pkill, but it would buy them enough time to get Kay out of this reality and into 

his own. His plan was to throw Pkill in it. However, Pkill was too smart to fall for that. Pkill turned 

around and killed SSH. PK saw his moment and ran towards him for a sneaky kill, but Pkill saw it 

and finished him off. Pkill started his attempt on breaking out of the imprisoning folder.

Kay collapsed on his knees as he saw his chances of killing Pkill getting further away.

Chap. 4  Kay–

“Kay, hang in there.” Syon told him.

“Why? .. What's the use?” Hopeless Kay replied, “Crazy killer's gonna whack me anyways.”

Although Kay was thankful for all his friends' support, he felt that this was it. He could not 

 (61)WoW.exe: Main executable of World of Warcraft.
(62)Folder Password Protect: A commercial application that 

provides the ability to assign passwords to different folders.

(63)Interpreted script: Executed directly from the script.
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outrun,  outsmart,  or  kick  out  the  psychotic  serial  killer.  Kay was  discouraged  more  than  ever. 

Having seen all his friends die one by one made him lose all hope.

“Thanks for everything, Sy, but this is the end of my ride .. Goodbye world.”

“Not if I had anything to do about it!”

“You have a plan B?” Kay asked with a weasily 1% of hope.

“If there's anything I've learned from playing WoW 8 hours a day, then it's that you never go 

into battle without a plan B.”

“Great!” Kay exclaimed with replenished hope, “So, who's your next fighter?”

“You.”

“Me?!”

“Yeah. But don't worry, I got you covered. While the two were fighting, I've been checking 

out  your  status.  You're  amazing,  Kay,  you're  like  totally  unique!  You're  not  a  program or  an 

application!”

“Duh?!”

“So I've been altering your features using a hex editor(64) and I made some improvements.”

At this point, Pkill broke free from the containing folder and headed towards Kay.

“Care to hurry up and tell me?” Kay impatiently said as he saw Pkill approaching him.

Just before Syon was able to say anything, Pkill raised his arm and landed a direct attack on 

Kay. However, he wasn't dead yet.

“Well, the first is your lifespan. Your body is able to take 10 hits from Pkill .. or at least 9 

anyway.”

“Good, that'll  give me ..  five more minutes to run around.” Kay said as he ran with his 

friends.

“You should be able to kill him by touching him once.”

“What? Why didn't you say so in the first place?!”

Kay stopped running and faced Pkill.

“But be warned, Kay, if all 9 lives are up, you're through. I can't help you after that.”

“Figures. Don't worry, pal. I got myself into this, I'll get myself out. You guys stay behind 

me,” Kay told Locate and Irssi, “This son of a penguin is mine!”

Kay stepped in front of the others as he prepared to battle his archnemesis and kill him for 

once and for all. With 9 lives, how could he possibly lose? Kay jumped on Pkill, however, Pkill 

avoided and hid behind iexplorer.exe(65) while Kay fell on the ground. Pkill picked up iexplorer and 

 
(64)Hex editor: A tool for editing files as in binary.
(65)iexplorer.exe: Microsoft Windows Internet Explorer

executable.
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threw it at Kay. Kay saw it coming and dodged it leaving it to crash onto a folder's wall behind him. 

However, it was only a distraction as Pkill had charged and attacked Kay with his shoulder. Kay, 

still fallen on the ground, awaited Pkill to come closer. As Pkill came closer, Kay stopped playing 

dead and gave him a donkey-kick, but Pkill avoided again. Kay got up and charged towards Pkill 

again. Pkill avoided to his left. This time, Kay surprised his foe with a side attack as he swung his  

left arm to hit his face, but Pkill crouched and kicked Kay with his leg. Kay fell on his back as Pkill  

did a triple kick before Kay's body hit the ground.

“Careful, Kay, you're down to 4.” Syon told him.

“Plenty of chances.” Kay said furiously, “Don't worry.”

This time, Kay decided to wait for Pkill to come instead of charging. Pkill waited for a while, 

then charged. Pkill dodged by jumping in the air, then attacked with a mid-air karate kick. However, 

Pkill had leaned back in time by moving his head and shoulders to the back. When Kay landed 

again, Pkill punched him in the face. Kay fell back as his friends gathered around him.

“You alright?” Locate asked.

Without saying anything, Kay got up but left his anger down. He knew that emotions were 

only good for distraction and blindness in a battle. Pkill was a skilled warrior, Kay realized, and skill 

can only be beaten by skill.

“This fight has gone long enough!” Kay stated, “It's time it ended.”

“Meh.” Pkill replied casually.

“Applications are great,” Kay said, taunting Pkill. “but they're nothing compared to the ones 

who create them! Pwned(66)!” 

This time, Kay and Pkill charged simultaneously towards each other. Just before the point of 

collision,  Kay slid  underneath  Pkill  as  Pkill  jumped into  the  air.  With his  body airborne,  Pkill  

lowered his  arm to  attack  Kay from above,  but  Kay continued  sliding  all  the  way.  Once Pkill 

touched the ground, he got up and turned back only to see Kay's foot in his face. Unexpectedly, Kay 

had took a u-turn somersaulting his way to move faster while hiding from Pkill's eyesight. Once he 

was close and Pkill was clueless to Kay's whereabouts, Kay kicked up Pkill's chin vertically and 

knocked him out of existence. Pkill got so used to Kay's standard of battle that he didn't expect him 

to win.

Kay got up, turned around towards his friends, then said: “.. and I still have 3 left.”

“Alright Kay!” His friends cheered him.

“I knew you had it in you.” Syon said.

“Peace of cake!” Kay bragged, “I don't know what the fuss's all about! Syon, you should've 

 
(66)Pwned: A corrupted and a substitute of the word “owned”. It is commonly used online. 
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made this plan A from the start!”

“Well excuse me for not wanting to risk my best friend! Now stop showing off before I send 

you to the trash myself!” Syon said over the mic, then returned to the matter at hand. “Okay, now. 

Seeing  that  the  danger  is  over,  how  about  you  take  a  ride  on  my  high  speed  16GB  USB 

thumbdrive(67) to your place?”

“Sure, just a minute.”

Kay was excited  to  go home,  but  couldn't  leave  his  friends  without  even looking at  his 

friends. Kay knew that if he transferred Locate and Irssi back to Arch, it would be like killing them. 

Other than the fact that Arch would be dysfunctional due to the major loss of necessary files and 

applications, Kay was planing on getting it removed from his head. And so, Kay planned to leave 

them here. But before he went, he did something he never thought he'd do; Kay said his goodbyes.

“... I guess this is it, guys.” Kay said to both Locate and Irssi. “It's been a … weird run.”

Locate and Irssi heard Kay speak, but said nothing.

“We lost a lot of good friends,” “Killall .. RootMeUp .. SSH .. PK …”

Still, no response by either of the two.

“Guys .. I'm sorry. I'm sorry that I was a jerk before. I acted all high and mighty because I 

thought you were like machines. I didn't know you each had individual personalities; that you can 

think and decide for yourselves. I thought you were nothing like humans … shows how much I 

know!”

Still, nothing.

“I  took  advantage  of  you;  I  took  everything  for  granted.  I'm  not  sorry  for  taking  this 

adventure or for meeting you, but for the way I acted. But for what's it worth, I learned my lesson.”

The other three kept silent even after the long confession and heart-pouring.

“Well? AREN'T YOU GONNA SAY ANYTHING?” Kay shouted at them, “I'm going away 

for good and all you could do is sit there and stare at me?”

“We could say something,” Locate said, “But we like to see how long you can go alone! 

LOL!”

“Jerk!”

“I wish I could say we know how you feel, Kay, but I can't.” Locate told Kay the truth, “We 

do not know how you feel because we are just software. You don't need to say anything, just go. 

You belong there, and we belong here .. well, not here in Vista of course .. you know what I mean!”

“Locate, you always were a stright-to-the-point kind of a guy.”

Kay turned towards Irssi who was so silent that Kay sometimes forgets she was there.

 
(67)Thumbdrive: USB flash drive.
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“Irssi,” Kay addressed her, “I know we didn't spend a lot of time together, but I'm kinda 

glad.”

“.. Is it because I didn't get to see your dark side?”

“Well .. yeah, that too.”

“Why? What were you gonna say?”

“To be honest? Because I think girls are a drag, even if they were female applications.”

“You … meanie! That's your idea of saying goodbye!” Irssi got pissed, “Good riddance!”

“LOL! DFTT!” Kay laughed, then got serious as he said his final words: “.. Boy, I'm sure 

gonna miss ya guys .. well, see ya around!”

Kay kept it casual as he exited the scene. Kay made his way to My Computer (68) as his friends 

followed, then got into the thumbdrive. Still thinking about Locate and Irssi, Kay hoped he was 

doing the right thing leaving them there.

“You know,” Syon told Kay before he safely removed the flash drive, “this baby has 16 Gee 

Bees(69), that's more than enough if some KBs want to tag along.” Syon referred to Locate and Irssi.

Kay didn't know what would become of them, so he left it to Locate and Irssi.

“Well? Do you? Wanna come, that is?” Kay asked them.

“And then what? Get transferred to a human or another living body? Nah!” Locate said, “We 

had enough adventure for one day!”

“Like … ah, never mind.” Kay held himself from saying: “Like I'm gonna be able to find you 

some brainless bodies!”

“Maybe we'll see you some other day.” Irssi said.

As Syon safely removed his USB stick and left his room, Kay had the strangest feeling. He 

had a feeling that he'd never see them again.

Syon reached Kay's house quickly as he was only 20 minutes away by car. Syon moved 

around the house and checked the garage to see if Kay's mom's car was there. It was. Syon knew he 

had to sneak in as not to alarm her. He thought of climbing the house from the outside to get to the 

second floor and into Kay's room, but feared he'd fall. Syon decided to sneak in a window on the 

first floor, then head upstairs to Kay's room. Syon hid in the bushes looking through the living room 

window. He didn't see anyone so he opened the window and climbed inside quietly. Once inside, 

Syon tiptoed his way to the second floor until he heard footsteps coming from the other direction. 

Syon quickly jumped into Kay's room before Kay's mom saw him. Syon shut the door behind him 

and caught his breath.

 (68)My Computer: The place where devices appear in Windows 

operating systems.

(69)Gee Bees: GigaBytes/GBs.
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Syon saw Kay's body unconsciousness with his face lying on his keyboard. Syon moved him 

back slowly without disconnecting the wire linked from the back of his head with the computer.  

Syon wanted to remove the cable to which the SD card in Kay's head was connected. So, he tried to 

unmount the volume, but resulted in the popping up of some errors. Syon had to yank the cable off 

of Kay's  head.  So, Syon carefully  pulled out the cable and left  it  hanging. Since ongoing error 

windows were popping up on the main PC, Syon scanned around the room for another computer to 

get in touch with Kay. Being a geek, he knew that Kay had another computer stashed somewhere. 

That's  when  he  found  Kay's  laptop  next  to  his  printer.  Syon  immediately  switched  to  it. 

Unfortunately, the laptop was off and Syon didn't know Kay's password. Syon knew he had no time 

as  Kay's  mom might  step in  any moment.  Syon searched around again  for  other  machines  but 

couldn't find any. Syon had no other choice but to hack his way through, remembering a guide he 

read on UbuntuGeek.com(70).

Syon started Kay's laptop and waited for GRUB(71) to show up. He stopped right there and 

coded so that he will gain root privileges. He booted up his customized boot command and got what 

he  expected,  the command line  with administrative  privileges.  Syon thought  of  changing Kay's 

password as to avenge his pride to Kay's hack. However, Syon didn't. He knew that Kay would be  

able to get into his account without much of a hassle and cause Syon more technical misery later on. 

So instead, he created another user on the laptop with his own password. After that, Syon rebooted 

the system and logged in his newly created account, which enabled him to continue on with the 

original plan.

Once logged in, he subconsciously uttered: “Heh, buggy Unity(72)!”

Syon took out his thumbdrive and plugged it to one of the ports. 

“Kay, I'm in.” Syon said through the microphone.

“Good. Did she see you?” Kay replied through a .txt file in the thumbdrive.

“No. Okay listen, I'm gonna transfer you back to Arch, okay?”

“What? Where the heck am I?”

“Chill. I've placed you in your laptop first so that I can tell you this: I can put you on Arch,  

but  once you're there,  we won't  have any way of communicating.  So, I  won't  be able  to know 

whether you made it inside Arch safely or not.”

“Oh, right .. you have a point there. What do you suggest we do?”

 
(70)UbuntuGeek.com: A website/blog that offers tutorials, tips, and 

news about Ubuntu and anything related to it. 
(71)GRUB: GRand Unified Bootloader. A software that gives the 

user the ability to chose which operating system to boot when a

PC turns on. 
(72)Unity: A user interface for Ubuntu 10.10 netbook edition, 

which is in its early stages.
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“Count to 30, then open the door and exit.” Syon stated a new plan, “By then, I will have the 

thumbdrive mounted on Arch.”

“Okay then, send me back to Arch now, and I'll get off immediately.”

“Okay. Remember, you only have 30 seconds to get out of the USB directory and back to 

where it all began.” Syon gave Kay the instructions. As Kay awaited Syon to unmount the device,  

Syon asked him: “Ready to come back?” 

“Am I ever?!” Kay said excited. “Do it!”

“Say please!” Syon taunted him.

“Just do it.”

“Okay .. say, did you know that your size is 1.3 GB?”

“Syon!”

“Okay, okay sheesh!”

Syon unmounted his USB drive and mounted it onto the back of Kay's neck. As both Kay 

and Syon started counting, Kay rushed out of the USB directory and ran towards his destination.  

Arch was just like Kay had left it, only it was a bit lonelier as he didn't have a crowd of friends 

hovering over him. Knowing that he had only a small amount of time left, Kay picked up the pace. 

The applications  from the campaign were about to attack Kay, but once they knew that he had 

defeated Pkill, they changed their minds. They knew that Pkill was defeated by the hands of Kay as 

Pkill, as their admin, told them that only one of them is going to come back.

Kay arrived in the directory were it all began, his home directory, /home/kay. Now, all Syon 

had to do was switch the binary switch on the back of Kay's neck and Kay would wake up in the 

human world again. Syon switched it and Kay disappeared from Arch. Seconds later, he opened his 

eyes and saw Syon's gigantic head hovering over him.

“Hey, welcome back, astronaut!” Syon said, “How was your trip?”

“... An unforgettable one.” Kay replied.

“That's it? That's the first thing you say when you come back? Come on, say something 

meaningful! Anything ...”

“... I could go for a cheeseburger.”

“Unbelievable!”

“Listen, my head is still spinning, so do you mind?”

“Yeah, sure. I'll talk to you later.”

Syon got up to leave the room and let Kay rest. Not having any rest for a while made his 

mind extremely exhausted. However, just as Syon exited the room, he heard the doorbell.
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“I got it.” Syon said as he went to answer the door, “Yes?”

“Is Mr. Slevin here?” One of the two gentlemen spoke.

“Uh .. yeah. He's resting now, but .. who are you?”

The two men were dressed formally in black suits, wearing matching  black ties and black 

sunglasses. The one who spoke carried a black briefcase in his hand.

“I'm Mr. Jones, and he's Mr. Smith. We're from the organization.”

“What org- …”

Syon stopped talking as he understood what was going on. They knew.

“May we come in?” Mr. Jones spoke as he barged in with Mr. Smith gracefully but firmly.

Directed by nervous Syon, the two mysterious men in black, or MIB, went straight to Kay's  

room and found him lying on his bed. Kay was alerted when they entered.

“Mr. Slevin, it came to our attention that you've been messing with our hardware.”

“What? No … who says so?” Kay got defensive.

“There's no need for this sort of behavior. We will know soon enough if the YouTube video 

was real or fake. We won't sue or make any legal action until we are sure.”

“... And how are you gonna find out?” Kay asked worryingly that they would know the truth.

Neither of the MIB spoke. Instead, Mr. Jones placed his briefcase on Kay's desk and opened 

it. It was a tablet PC. He then took out a USB 3.0 cable and linked it from Kay's head to his tablet  

PC. Mr. Jones turned on the switch on Kay's head. Kay fell unconscious immediately. Mr. Jones 

launched up his disk utility(73) and found that the implanted  SD card had an ext4 filesystem(74 and 

another two other small filesystems instead of an empty one. It even had a  configured boot sector (75). 

The organization made sure that each SD card was empty with no file system on it so that switching 

it on would cause the volunteer to only fall unconscious and not in any danger of any sort. Adding a 

filesystem and data was their second step. The man in black immediately removed the USB cable 

and returned Kay back to his consciousness.

Seeing that Kay was busted, the contract with the MIB was to be canceled. The MIB told 

Kay to come with them for an immediate mandatory surgery of chip-removal. Moreover, due to the 

facts that Kay violated one of the terms, they will take legal action against him. Kay was in no 

position to argue as he had this  coming. Kay agreed to go with them after he tells  him mother 

everything.

“Everything?” Syon asked.

“Well .. not everything. I'm gonna leave out the part that I went into another reality.”
 

(73)Disk utility: Any application that would list all mounted 

devices and would give advanced options and details.
(74)Ext4 filesystem: A journaling filesystem which was created

after Ext3 filesystem for Linux.
(75)Boot sector: A sector on storage devices that is responsible for 

booting. Booting operating systems is the most common use.
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“I thought you said you hated lying to your mom?”

“I do, so I'm not gonna lie, I'm just gonna not mention that part. If I do tell her, she'll have me 

committed in a loony bin.”

Kay had no choice but to do as they told him to. Kay wasn't stupid, he would've formated the 

SD card and left it all unallocated(76) as it was before he started messing around. He would've done it 

if the MIB hadn't arrived so soon.

“Well, bro,” Syon told Kay, “guess there's a lesson to be learned here.”

“Yeah? What's that?”

“... Don't mess around. Be smart and play it safe, like me.” Syon said with a cheesy smile.

“.. Idiot!”

With nothing left to do, Syon returned home. He left Kay's room hoping the charges which 

the organization will press wouldn't be anything devastating like going to prison.

The MIB agreed to wait for Kay downstairs next to their sedan as he got ready to accompany 

them. As both Kay and Syon stood in their rooms facing their computers, they saw one thing in 

common: crashed OSs .. Kernel panic; BSOD(77).

***

THE END
 

 for now

 
(76)Unallocated: Unassigned.
(77)Kernel panic; BSOD: Kernal panic, the state Linux undergoes

when facing a fatal error; Blue Screen of Death,  the state 

Windows undergoes when facing a fatal error.
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"THAT WAS SO GOOD! I really, really loved it! Seriously, if you've not
read it, do it now! You owe it to yourself." – cassidyjames

"I started to read it on the train, I can't wait to finish it." – Francis Belanger

"I hated this story! D: I was supposed to be studying some Molecular Biology bs but then this
Wild Story appeared and it was so good it was Super Effective at catching my attention. I

spent like 1 hour readying this well written story when I could've been reading boring stuff
about the Elongation Factors of ****ing DNA! D: D: D:" – JurgenWagen

“KISS! If you're a computer techy or enthusiast whether you're a Linux or Windows user, 
you gotta read this!! Not promoting our work or anything, but I myself enjoyed it every time I re-
read it for checking! So, yeah, I bet you will as well!” - Mohammed' A. Mustafa

“The idea behind 'GEEK' was to combine a fantasy Sci-Fi adventure with the elements 
of  computer  software  and hardware  so  that  it  would  appeal  to  everyday  computer  geeks. 
Naturally, I was lost at writing such a story so I proposed the idea to my brother, Mohammed, 
who is the number 1 geek I know, other than Sulaiman, who remained in the dark while this  
story was in production. After all, this story was meant to be a surprise for him. Mohammed 
was  intrigued  by  the  idea  and  decided  to  do  it.  We  sat  together  in  several  sessions 
brainstorming the events which would make this story a success. The most important element 
in this story was to be like nothing before. If the readers could see where the story was going, it  
wouldn't be worth writing. After settling on the main plot of events, I wrote down the story and 
Mohammed altered it to a more geeky one, not to mention adding some major twists in the  
story. To be honest, we wrote our own versions of the story, but when the time for merging 
them into one came, there was trouble. The terminology of the characters and places were all 
Mohammed's choices. Laugh if you will, but the footnotes on the end of the pages are basically 
written so I wouldn't get lost. Although Mohammed and I were on the same page in most of the 
production, I was lost more than once. For example, while writing the first part of the story, I 
forgot that Kay was in Arch Linux, and instead, I thought he was in Ubuntu. This created 
some problems. Moreover, in the third chapter Mohammed and I had planned the death of 
different characters. Fortunately, we compromised and settled on one story which should not 
confuse you. If you got shocked while reading this story, don't be afraid because you are not  
alone.  Mohammed  and  I  were  shocked  several  times.  So  as  you  could  imagine,  I  had  a 
wonderful  and  educational  time  writing  this  story.  'GEEK' is  a  wonderful  story  and  a 
masterpiece that no geek should miss out on.” - Yousef A. Mustafa
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